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Introduction & Agenda
• The Background
• Heat Pumps
• Ground Loops
• Geology & Permissions
• Environment Agency regulation
• Buildings with Ground Source, District heating
• Incentives & Commercial Returns
• Carbon Reduction
• Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce yourself, your business and your role within the GSHPA (Council Member, etc)Run through the agendaIf you have plenty of time (and are comfortable to do so) we recommend you encourage questions as you progressWhen time is limited, say 20 to 30 minutes or less, then questions are often better at the end



The Background….

UK 
Policy

Affordability

Carbon 
ReductionResilience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce the UK Policy background driving deployment of low and zero carbon technologies todayAffordability – Meaning fuel poverty reduction and general fuel cost concernsResilience – Keeping the lights on and avoiding over dependence on imported fuel stocks from volatile countriesCarbon Reduction – As distinct from renewable energy deployment. Despite BREXIT targets are still legally binding and politically a driver



Heat Pumps

• Move heat from a cold 
place to a hotter place

• Similar technology to the 
domestic refrigerator

• Mainly electrically driven
• Move much more heat than 

they consume electrically

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Run through the vapour compression refrigeration cycle – Remember to pitch it to the audience!At the simplest level just leave it as a box which uses electricity to move heat aroundFor most audiences a simple discussion of how boiling point changes with pressure can be goodFor the more technical audience see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat_pump_and_refrigeration_cycleIf the audience is technical introduce the concept of Heat of Extraction and Heat of Rejection and Carnot Efficiency



Heat Pumps



Ground Loops
• Are heat exchangers, 

exchanging heat with the 
ground

• Come in a variety of 
geometries

• Form a substantial thermal 
mass for heat recovery

• They work via 
temperature difference

Presenter
Presentation Notes
General OverviewStress a “horses for courses” process for selectionWith the ground at around 12oC we can,Pump heat into the ground when the water in our loop is hotter than this, up to about 40oCExtract heat from the ground when our water is colder, down to about -4oCAgain for the more technical audience a discussion of Carnot Efficiency, COP and far field temperature can be good additional learning.



Drilling & Geology
• Detailed understanding of the 

anticipated geological 
conditions is essential

• There is no statutory 
permission for closed loop 
except in coal mining areas

• The EA has published 
guidance which GSHPA has 
now adopted

• British Drilling Association 
Standards are well established

• GSHPA Standards are essential
• Geology can bite – unless you 

are well prepared!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Geology Can Bite – UK has HIGHLY varied superficial (glacial, riverine) deposits and varied hard rock geology. Potential for contamination from historical land use, artesian conditions, mining, buried services etc.Know what you are drilling into! GeoreportsThe importance of geological assessment and competent drillersProper modelling of heat flow is required (open and closed loop)Planning is not required in almost all cases Both surface and borehole open loop requires permissions (Environment Agency, and sometimes canal & rivers trust and Councils)



Closed Loop – Vertical
• Bores at 150mm Diameter
• Spaced 5 to 15m apart
• Contain U-Tubes of 

Polyethylene Pipe
• Installed to depths of up to 

250m 
• Geology impacts installation 

depth, drilling method & 
cost and  borehole thermal 
performance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note compactness (compared to Horizontal)Must be properly design and installed professionally – no DIY! ‘Georeport’ and borehole array modelling using heat loss data from the building.Can be installed virtually anywhere – under buildings during construction, pavements, gardensHave a close relative in Thermal Foundations which are short fat boreholesDependent on depth and ground conditions can provide between 3 and 20kW per boreLoops are maintenance-free and can last indefinitelyIn-Situ Conductivity testing (TRT) is important as project size increases,1 to 10 bores – Probably too small to warrant test10 to 20 bores – Probably a good idea but may be economically marginal20 + bores – Essential!



Closed loop boreholes 



Closed Loop – Horizontal
• Trenches 1 to 2m Deep
• Typically 1m Wide
• Various pipe geometries 

to suit space & 
application

• Collect solar energy
• Don’t store energy in 

same manner as 
boreholes

• Domestic (≈10s of 
kilowatts to multi-
megawatt systems)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note on importance of ground conditions which can be assessed on the desktop and confirmed by measurement in-situMost compact solution is ‘Slinkies’Note greater performance and resilience of other pipe geometries100m of trench will give between 5 and 15kW depending on building requirements and soil properties (this should always be computed. MCS guidelines etc)As they are in close proximity to the surface their physics of energy storage is different to boreholes



Open Loop – Borehole
• Uses groundwater directly at 

around 11oC
• Most systems are non-

consumptive (water 
returned to the aquifer) and 
so no impact on water 
resource

• Requires a different set of 
design skills to locate 
suitable aquifer and for 
borehole design

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that it is generally recommended to eliminate closed loop before looking to open loopMany suppliers however do specialise in open loopCan be a very compact installation and therefore lend themselves to city centres – provided sufficient space exists between abstraction and re-injection!Can store (heat and/or cool) energy in right aquifer circumstancesBetter for larger loads, above about 200kW - but can be installed at smaller scale, even domestic. For example where a water supply is required.Environment Agency process from viability to drill, test and licensing can take 9 -12 monthsSkills required in hydrogeology, water chemistry and borehole design



Closed Loop – Surface Water
• Can be used in Sea, 

Lakes, Canals or Rivers
• Pipe coils or heat 

exchanger plates can be 
used

• The main concern is 
where to anchor the 
loops or plates in 
moving water

• In still water it is 
relatively simple

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that the heat exchange is mainly via the surface – Solar Gain and Evaporative CoolingHugely powerful systemsLargest system in UK – Kingsmill Hospital Mansfield at 5MW of Heating and 5.4 MW of Cooling – pictured during installation of the plate heat exchangers (GI Energy)Don’t store energy



Open Loop – Surface Water
• Often known as Water 

Source Heat Pumps
• Use water directly from 

surface bodies like 
lakes, canals and rivers

• Filtration & 
maintenance as major 
consideration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can be very effective in the right locationMention Kingston Heights, LondonAgain can’t store heat



Environment Agency Regulation

EA not 
involved

Too many and 
low or no 

impact

EA not 
involved

Potential 
involvement 

with very 
large schemes

Regulation of 
larger 

schemes
‘Standard 
rules’ or 

‘Bespoke’

Regulation of 
all schemes
Abstraction 

and re-
injection

Over 
20m3/day

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Horizontal Loops – Note that all projects have responsibility not to cause pollution by, for example releasing concentrated anti-freeze into environmentVertical Loops – No regulation of closed loop other than Coal Authority in known mined areas and occasionally very large systems close to environmentally sensitive areas or large public water supply boreholesWater Source Heat Pumps – The EA may get involved in larger projects particularly open loop. Note also the need for canal or river authority permission and potentially feesOpen Loop – Aquifer Open Loop abstraction is regulated as per any water well via well Water Resources Act Regulations. Re-injection is regulated under environmental permit as abstracted water is considered an ‘effluent’ and heat is considered ‘a pollutant’. Projects below 20m3 per day are considered domestic and are largely unregulated.



In the Building – Domestic
• Can be retrofitted
• Easier with new build
• Distribution system will 

need to be tailored to 
lower distribution 
temperatures

• Underfloor is ideal
• Hot water storage is 

generally required

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MCS (Talked about below) requires room by room assessment of heat load and emittersNote that heat pumps are not boilers and should not be treated like them,Higher flow rates Lower temperaturesShort cycling / minimum start delaysBuffer vessels – if required! Rule of thumb 10 litres per kW of system capacity3 phase required somewhere between 15 and 20kW of output depending on supply and equipment availabilityDon’t overlook the importance of good quality ground loop pumps, canned rotor, variable speed drive etc.



In the Building – Commercial
• Retrofit or new build
• Can interface with all 

common distribution 
systems including,

• 4 pipe fan coils
• Underfloor
• Chilled beams
• Radiators
• VRF/VRV

• Exceptional cooling 
performance

• Controls are key!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Design should be in partnership with competent M&E engineersMonthly load profiles (peak and total kWh) are requiredHeating and cooling should be emphasisedAgain they are not boilers but will be more familiar to M&E engineers who are used to chillers which are heat pumps



District Options
• Heat pumps lend 

themselves to district and 
micro district architecture

• Maximise heat recovery & 
diversity

• Low temperature district 
options are efficient and 
offer low installation costs

• Ground array is a very 
long term ‘utility’ asset

High 
temperature 
district system

Low 
temperature 
district system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point out the differences between high temperature networks (lower diagram) and ambient temperature (upper)Losses, insulated pipe, control etcGround loops can be seen as infrastructure in the same way as gas and electricity suppliesLongevity of loops is key hereOpen loop – both options again available Micro District systems are recognised by BEIS as small district systems (two properties and above) which can claim non-domestic RHI



Current District Heating examples

• ‘Gateshead Council; to build 2 major low carbon energy 
schemes, including work across seven high-rise blocks and 
several public buildings connected to district energy 
networks in the town, through which they will receive 
low-cost, clean heat and power’.

• 400 flats in Enfield retrofitted with heat pumps and 
connected to “the largest collection of district arrays of its 
kind.” The upgrades are planned to be completed in 
October 2018 are expected to reduce residents’ energy 
bills by 30-50%.

http://www.energylivenews.com/2017/03/03/low-carbon-tech-heats-up-gateshead/


The Renewable Heat Incentive
• Major government policy 

under BEIS
• Pays per unit of heat
• Non-domestic 20 years 

and is metered
• Domestic stream pays for 

7 years and is deemed
• Underpinned by MCS at 

sub 45kW scale
• Further refinements 

underway

Non-Domestic

Domestic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BEIS = The Department of Business, Energy & Industrial StrategySucceeds DECC in the handling of RHIRHI is administered by OfgemContracts are granted, CPI inflation linked for 7 or 20 yearsNote that complex domestic (oil/gas backup and second homes) schemes are meteredAnything other than a single home can be classed as non-domestic – social housing for exampleEligible uses are for space heating and hot water in enclosed buildingsUpcoming refinements,Pre-Accreditation in Non-Domestic30,000kWh a year “Heat Limit” in Domestic (This is NOT a cap!)Equates to approximately £4,200 maximum annual claim at today’s prices



The Business Case
• Outgoings,

• Installation Cost
• Maintenance
• Fuel (Electricity)

• Income,
• RHI
• Fuel Savings

• IRR between 10% and 
30% with current RHI

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note low maintenance and longevity,Loop is practically maintenance freeHeat pumps have 20+ year lifeLoops last indefinitely 100+ yearsInternal rate of return (IRR) is the interest rate at which the net present value of all the cash flows (both positive and negative) from a project or investment equal zero. Internal rate of return is used to evaluate the attractiveness of a project or investment.Put simply a project with an IRR of 10% will turn to profit in year 10, 20% in year 5 etc etc



Carbon Reduction
• GSHP Systems Deliver,

• Reduced run costs
• Carbon reduction
• Reduction in gas 

consumption

• They are a key part of 
the UK energy future to 
Carbon Zero in 2050

• As grid carbon falls this 
only gets better!

UK 
Policy

Affordability

Carbon 
ReductionResilience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GSHPs tick all the boxes as part of the overall policy agendaRemember to point out that we are not saying GSHP is the only answer but it should be a significant part of he mixCooling is increasingly on the agendaGrid carbon is falling rapidly making GSHPs progressively lower carbon systems – ultimately zero carbon. Grid carbon often in the 200s of kgCO2/kWh (not 500 as sometimes quoted).Additonal benefits,Safe – go gas, go boom as they say in the USReliable – Better longevity than boilers or chillersProven – Installations going back to the early 1900s



Carbon reduction
• Average Grid Carbon ‘intensity’ is far below its value of a 

few years ago
• Low or no coal use & much higher renewables leads to 

CO2 emissions from power producers falling by 70% 
between 2010 and 2020.

• UK electricity generation (renewables & nuclear 
generation) projected to rise from 22% in 2010 to 58% in 
2020.



UK ‘Grid’ carbon Intensity



The GSHPA Carbon Calculator



Grid carbon reduction
• Heat pumps are becoming ever-lower CO2

emitters. BEIS prediction for 2018 is an average of 
205 gCO2/kWh

• At this carbon intensity; A GSHP would emit 70% 
less CO2 than a gas boiler system

Some heat pumps operating today will
one day be zero-carbon heating systems



About the GSHPA
• Over 120 members from a variety of sectors 

concerned and working within the Ground Source 
Energy Industry

• Has significant influence with government 
departments on policy development

• Works on the development and issue of technical 
standards

• Essential point of contact for those within the 
industry and those considering using the
technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Structure,CouncilSecretariatSub CommitteesPolicy DevelopmentTraining & StandardsMarketingFinance & GovernanceProvides a national representation of the Ground Source Energy sector throughout the UK and beyondMembers website for exposure of what the members offer to the industry and the latest information from within the industryMember newsletter including up to date information, case studies, reduced rates at trade shows and other benefitsBy joining the GSHPA you support the industry and the associations volunteers in providing these valuable services



Questions….

and thankyou for listening
www.gshp.org.uk

John Findlay
Carbon Zero Consulting Ltd

http://www.gshp.org.uk/
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